
KURVA



Imagine that you are on a bus that drives you 

to a barren  and unknown road. Imagine that 

at any given moment you stop on the side 

of the road and get the chance to observe 

other peoples’ lives without being seen -  the 

lives of  two anonymous prostitutes. Imagine 

these women cry, laugh, feel, hate and love. 

They are working women. They are mothers, 

friends, sisters and human beings. They are 

unlucky women in a desperate situation trying 

to survive. Stop dreaming, this is KURVA and 

you could be there...WHAT IS KURVA?



KURVA was born from the curiosity of enter-

ing in the life of a road prostitute and expos-

ing her reality to the public in the very same 

work place, the road.

A little story -that non simple nor little deep-, 

depriving the light of those moments that for 

their poetry, cruelty, dryness, humor or ten-

derness, make a work based on a concrete 

plot be able to attain universal subjects.



KURVA: A UNIQUE 

EXPERIENCE

KURVA charts a new path between conven-
tional theatre and street theatre. It recre-
ates the theatre experience and transforms 
it: it´s not about sitting in your seat and wait-
ing for things to happen on stage. It takes the 
audience and the stage away from the con-
straints of conventional theatre.

With KURVA going to the theatre is an adven-
ture in itself: a bus picks the spectator up 
and takes the audience to the side of a road 
in the middle of a ield. As a result, the stage 
has no bounds. At the end of the perform-
ance, you are transported back to reality 
in the same bus. This makes KURVA a truly 
unique experience.



“Theatre veritée.” 
_El Periódico

“Kurva contributes in many surprise.” 
_El Punt

“This is a delightful performance that leaves 
you with a smile and warmth of compassion 
to the two central girls of the piece. Go see 
it” 
_The Argus

“The public is immersed in a shop window 
next to the road asphalt, that invites to look. 
(...) The idea of infecting the scene of an 
agoraphobic worrying density.” 
_Fiesta Cultura

“The Reial Companyia de Teatre de Catalunya 
triumphed at Brighton Festival with Kurva.”
_Teatral.net

“A bus takes you from Hove station to the 
outskirts where you become a voyeur to the 
harsh realties of life by the road.” 
_The Guardian

“Suggestive tale of a roadside prostitute.” 
_The Observer

THE PRESS 

HAS SAID...
“One of the spectacles that is attracting 
more the attention of the edition of this year 
and with more success in FiraTàrrega” 
_Diari Avui 

“A work that has raised expectation with sold 
out, which a voyeur does of the spectator.” 
_La Vanguardia



_Road: scenic location of the functions
_Bus to move the public to the road where the functions are carried out
_Cutting the trafic of the road during the functions and some rehearsals
_Chairs: so many how public wants to adjust (the company does not contemplate a maximum seating)
_6 walkie-talkies, one of them with headphone and microphone.
_The company will need a morning or an afternoon for the technical rehearsal 
_Time of assembly: 15 min.
_Time disassembly: 10 min.

If the performances are carried out besides 150h Km. of Barcelona (approx.) we will need:
_3 cars (band or model not important) 
_1 van with 7-8 people capacity. 
_1 old armchair 
_1 chair of camping 
_1 side table of camping 
_3 Sun/Beach Umbrella (2 equal) 
_2 feet of sun/ beach umbrella. 
_2 mobile telefunds 
_1 old mattress
_1 pram
_6 walkies talkies  (one of them with headphone) 
A aportar por la Cia. o bien por la organización del evento.

*** The performance is perfectly understandable whatever the audience language spoken, since 
are the actions who makes the story going on.

TECHNICAL REQUERIEMENTS



ARTISTIC TEAM

Authorship and directors
Laia Alsina and Jordi Centellas

Actors and actresses
Martina Cabanas, Júlia Mora, Francesc Gil, 
Marc Garcia Llopis, Arnau Vinós, Josep Puig, 
Ibin Lopez, Marta Roca and Jordi Centellas

Technic staff
Esther Freixa, Marta Roca and Laia Alsina



With clear inluences of the new foreign the-

atrical currents, like for example the Com-

pagnie Dakar, Laika, DV8, Colectivo Pato-

gallina, The Shunt Collective and of catalan 

companies of long tradition like Els Joglars, 

early shows from La Cubana, or Albert Vidal, 

“La Reial” presents theirs others shows.

ABOUT THE REIAL

COMPANYIA 

DE TEATRE 

DE CATALUNYA



RRREFORMA
Where the public is part of the imaginary of 
one of the characters. Also in this work the 
scenes are represented in different spaces 
of the theater, where the mystery, the 
comedy, the music, the dance, the humor, 
the absurd, the surrealism and the poetry 
are present there.

INVINTISIBLES
Is represented in Sant Feliu de Llobregat, 
in a particular house where small scenes 
keep on proposing a concrete itinerary with 
a plot in which the public, on less than one 
meter of the actors in many moments, is 
also heard implicated and can take small 
scenes.

OUR SHOWS



OUR SHOWS

BUNNY ME!
A pair of unemployed guys put themselves 
into a shop window, following a new Gov-
ernment plan to stimulate employment. 
...And they will do everything possible to be 
bought by the transients: trying to convince 
it communicating with cartels or dancing 
reggeton, salsa, charleston... Bunny Me! it’s 
a fresh comedy for all kind of public, that 
happens in a real shop window from a shop 
(opened to the public or in disuse)

REALITY TOURS
Reality Tours is a different routes company. 
It tours doesn´t show the touristic city but 
the darker face.The tourist guides lead the 
audience by the most degraded areas in the 
city and show the usual inhabitants who 
survive there.



Management
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Artistic direction
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